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Runny nose, watery eyes and sneezing - is it possible for a dog to get the sniff? Here's how to tell you what your pooch is eavesdropping on and how to help you. Sign up for Our Newsletters Enjoy the BEST stories, opinions &amp; jokes! RD.COM Pets &amp; Animals DogsWhile dogs can't tell you exactly what they feel, they can still exhibit behaviors similar to human depression.
If your veterinarian has ruled out other health problems, you could have a case of doggy depression on your hands. Chendongshan/ShutterstockSadly, dog depression is a very real problem. A depressed or sad dog won't have the same energy levels that it uses to, and its usual play time and exercise won't excite your pet as much. It could be that their favorite thing in the world
was to throw a tennis ball, and all of a sudden they don't want to do that, says Virginia-based veterinarian Katy Nelson, DVM. Don't miss these other facts you didn't know about your puppy. Surachet Meewaew/ShutterstockNot every dog loves throwing a frisbee or going for a walk, so lack of exercise may not be the only telltale sign. The key is to note if your sad dog has an
unexplained behavior change or stops enjoying other activities it uses to love, says Kelly Ryan, DVM, director of veterinary services at the Humane Society of Missouri Animal Medical Center of Mid America. Maybe your dog waits at the door every day for your child to come home from school, she says. If your pet is still mopping up in his bed after the bus puts your child off, it can
be depressed. Learn why your dog usually follows you everywhere (even the bathroom). Africa Studio/ ShutterstockDog depression manifests itself in the same way as depression in humans. Like how you might lose your appetite when you feel down, your sad dog wouldn't feel like eating either. If your dog doesn't show its usual eagerness for its favorite food or even lose weight,
it might experience depression, says Russell Hartstein, a celebrity dog trainer with Lol Paw Care Los Angeles. bmf-foto.de/ShutterstockEvery animal is different, so there is no one-size-fits-all number of hours of sleep that signal dog depression. Just pay attention if your dog spends more time in bed than usual. If your 15-year-old dog normally sleeps 14 hours a day and now it's
20, that would make a big difference, says Dr Ryan. Here's how you become your dogs favorite human. Daxiao Productions/ShutterstockY is not the only one mourning the loss of a family member or other pet - your dog must also grieve and may go through a blue period. You don't really speed up that grieving process, says Hartstein, but you comfort them and be sensitive to their
needs. Give your pooch some TLC with extra hugs and treats while getting used to the loss. Check out these other 19 that your dog really wants from you. q3dm17/ShutterstockDogs need space to run around and can get sad if they haven't been given the chance. If you are indoors all the time and not exposed to the the except for the direct garden and around the block, you
wouldn't be satisfied and would be depressed, says Hartstein. The same goes for dogs, so take the time to take your dog on long walks or to the park. Once it starts getting the freedom it craves, your pet can slowly get its energy back. Agnes Kantaruk / ShutterstockA dog with depression can start tearing up the couch or growling when you touch it. It's not always the sad,
abandoned basset hound-looking face that you think of as the face of depression, says Dr. Nelson. Depression shouldn't be your first thought as your dog is always aggressive, but a cuddly pooch who suddenly snaps might tell you something is wrong. Watch out for these 15 other signs your dog is secretly mad at you. Job Narinnate/ShutterstockOur dog probably gets lonely
when you're away, so if your work constantly keeps you out of the house for extended periods of time, your pet might stop jumping to see you the moment you get home. Dogs are social creatures, and they're not content with just being alone for many hours like that, says Hartstein. Hire a dog walker or ask the usual hiker to add another walk to your pet's schedule, suggests Dr
Nelson. Kristian Randel/ShutterstockOnly doesn't think your dog is behaving strangely since you moved houses. Change can be difficult for animals, and your dog may feel depressed while getting used to its new environment, says Hartstein. With a little time and attention, though, your pet should snap out and warm up to the new environment. That said, here are some things your
dog actually hates. Rattanapon Ninlapoom/ShutterstockAnimals not only lick themselves to clean; sometimes they use the action to make themselves feel better. While it's not a common symptom of dog depression, it's not unheard of, says Dr Ryan. If dogs have anxiety problems, they can do more compulsive-looking behaviors that can calm themselves down, she says. They pick
a spot and keep licking it. Make sure you know these other unexpected things that lead to dog anxiety. Zivica Kerkez/ShutterstockPret before you blame your dog's behavior on depression, the veterinarian will need to do a full checkup to rule out any other health problems that may be causing your dog to go down, such as pain or a thyroid problem. If all else checks, your
veterinarian will probably recommend giving your dog more exercise, a healthier diet, and extra attention to lift your pet's spirits. As a last-ditch effort, a veterinarian can prescribe a sad dog one of the same depression medications people would use, such as Prozac or Zoloft. We don't want all our dogs walking around Zoloft when we don't have to, and often we don't have to dr.
Nelson says. But if giving that little thing to take the edge off helps them live a more comfortable life, there is no shame in that game. Watch out for these other silent signs your healthy dog is actually sick. Originally published: July 9, 2019 Photograph (c) Rattankun Thongbun - Getty ImagesMany ImagesMany owners believe their seven-year-old dog is still frisky as a puppy, but if
she were a human she would be receiving her membership package from AARP. The maxim that a dog year equals seven human years is usually a generality, although it does apply to large dogs. Smaller breeds don't age so fast. But in many cases, the pet reaches its golden years around seven or shortly thereafter, a fact pet owners should be aware of. However, research from
pet food manufacturer Purina suggests most consumers are not aware of that fact, not to understand that the needs of a senior dog of one are different in middle age, and that in many cases it calls for a change in diet. A survey of pet owners found that 83 percent of people with a senior dog do not realize that their best friend has achieved senior status. Only 17 percent of people
in the survey correctly identified seven as the age of a dog being a senior. The largest group thought to be 10 years old is when a dog becomes a senior. Regular exerciseWhen a dog becomes a senior, regular exercise should be taken and 93 percent of consumers in the survey were aware of this. But only 77 percent said they think their dog gets that regular physical activity. As
for diet, 58 percent of people with an older dog could not say whether their veterinarian had recommended changes in their dog's diet, including switching to a specific type of food. Like many other dog owners, I was surprised to learn my dog, Wacha, is now considered a senior dog at the age of seven, said Andy Cohen, spokesman for Purina ONE. So we're making the 7-year-
old switch to Purina ONE Smartblend Vibrant Maturity to keep Wacha sharp and maintain its energy level for many years to come. Needs of older dogsThe American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA) says senior pets require more attention requiring more frequent visits to the veterinarian, possible dietary changes, and in some cases changes to their home environment.
Senior dogs often need food that is more easily digested, have different calorie levels and ingredients, and anti-aging nutrients. Most pet food companies now offer products specifically for older dogs and cats. Calorie levels are important because older animals - like humans - are prone to excessive weight gain that can lead to health problems. Diseases that can affect senior dogs
include cancer, heart disease, diabetes, joint and bone disorders, and kidney disease. Hiring someone to come to your house to pet-sit can be a great experience for your dog if you do your homework before going on vacation. Since your dog is nervous Shy, have your pet babysitter drop in for a few minutes as often as possible between now and the time you leave. It doesn't have
to be a long visit; the idea is to get the babysitter to know him and vice versa and earn his trust. Once your dog is comfortable with her presence while you're at home, arrange for her to stop by when you're out. Sometimes dogs react differently when a stranger enters their territory while the family is not at home. As their relationship progresses, you learn sitter the obedience
commands that your dog knows (leave a written list when you leave) and have her practice sessions to include in the visits. The chances of your dog obeying your babysitter are much higher if they have trained together before you leave. Eventually, your dog will be comfortable or, even better happy with the new person in his life. Although your departure will have some emotional
impact on him (which will probably be minimal compared to the emotional impact leaving will have on you and your family!), at least he will be able to relax and enjoy the company of his new friend. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may find more information about this and similar
content on piano.io piano.io
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